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Boondocker Boot
“WOLF”

In 2011 we built a timber frame factory in the woods of
Maine. We found the old timers to show us the old ways.
We did what had to be done. We dug deep in the ground
and in our hearts. We brought back what was forgotten.
The people remembered why they used to be makers.
“The world’s best”, that’s what American Made used to
mean. Here’s the secret... it still does.
Hands are meant to be calloused.
Feet are meant to be stood on.
Machines can be shipped away.
Properties can be bought and sold.
But knowledge can never be taken.
The human mind will never be beaten.

Coronado Boot
“SLATE”

Coronado Boot
“Whiskey”

Size “D”
Standard
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12
12.5
13
14

All our leather is tanned right here in Maine,
45 minutes from the Origin boot factory. We
source our materials and components close to
home. From brass eyelets, to laces and thread,
everything is sourced domestically. Proving the
American supply chain is still very much alive.
Have comfort that your boots are 100% Made
in America, without compromise.

Size “EE”
Wide
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12
12.5
13
14

Lincoln Boot
“1865”

CHRISTY SOLE

All Origin boots are manufactured with our

• Natural (Shown)

new hybrid construction. It’s extremely challenging

• Black

to make a boot with this construction, and we had to

• Brown

reinvent internal processes to become successful at it.
We were blessed to have many old Shoe Dogs
come to our Maine-based factory, each one pitching

EMBOSSED BRANDING

LASTED HEEL

in advice and knowledge along the way.
The toe is stitched down and out, while the side and

REINFORCED HEEL

heel are cement lasted. This creates a natural “joint”
in the leather for better mobility, added comfort, and
clean aesthetic lines.

MINI-LUG SOLE
• Black
BRASS EYELETS

USA WOVEN LACES

LEATHER LINED VAMP

LASTED SIDEWALL

REINFORCED BOXTOE

REINFORCED STITCHING

RIPPLE SOLE

MILSPEC PORON FOOTBED

• Black
• Desert Tan (Shown)
• OD Green

MILSPEC PORON INSOLE

• Brown

STITCHOUT TOE

VEGTAN MID-SOLE
VIBRAM OUTSOLE

Coronado Boot
“SLATE”

Boondocker Boot
“WOLF”
BLACK RIPPLE SOLE

Boondocker Boot

The Boondocker features milspec, sueded, water-resistant leather. The same leather our military uses to
provide protection and support to our military branches. The Boondocker breaks in fast, forms to your foot,
and provides all day comfort on the jobsite, or in the
office. We brought the Boondocker to life, with a goal
for it to live in every home in America. Available in
CHRISTIE
Wolf GreyVIBRAM
or Coyote
Tan. SOLE
(Stock Boondocker Outsole)

6” Waterproof milspec sueded leather uppers.
MSRP: $235

CHRISTY SOLE

MINI-LUG SOLE

(Stock Outsole)

RIPPLE SOLE

Coyote

Wolf
Boondocker Boot
“Coyote”

Custom Options

Coronado Boot
“SLATE”

Coronado Boot
“Whiskey”
with ripple soles

MINI-LUG SOLE

CHRISTY SOLE

(Stock Outsole)

RIPPLE SOLE

Whiskey

Slate

Coronado Boot

The Coronado features a very unique tannage. The
leather is waxed and has amazing pull-up . A durable
leather that holds its shape, but wears in fast and takes
on a distressed look for added character.
MSRP: $265

Custom Options

Lincoln Boot

The Lincoln Boot features a supple, chrome tanned
leather we helped develop. This toe-capped boot
has classic lines, and a light luster. It’s a boot that
will undeniably garner attention. Your feet will feel
at home the first time you slip them on.

1861 Civil War Begins
1863 Emancipation Proclamation
1865 Lincoln’s Assassination

MSRP: $295

MINI-LUG SOLE

CHRISTY SOLE

(Stock Outsole)

RIPPLE SOLE

1865

“Lincoln Boot”
1865

1863

1861

Custom Options

American Bison

The Bison Boot

The Bison Boot is in a class of its own. It’s made with
American Bison hides that are each unique, JUST like
the legendary animal itself. Slipping your feet in the
Bison Boots is an experience in itself, as the leather
forms to your foot instantly. The perfect balance
between form and function, the Bison boot is in a
class of its own. EACH HIDE VARIES IN COLOR.
MSRP: $360

CHRISTY SOLE
(Stock Outsole)

MINI-LUG SOLE
SHARKFIN SOLE

15”

6”

12”

